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Sabancı University School of Languages Lesson Plan 
 

 
Instructor: Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken      Date: 23.10.2020 
 
Course/Route/Level and Section: FDY English Route 4, Section H Time: 9:30-13:15 
 
Zoom ID: 575 458 1826       Password: No password needed 

Perceived current CEFR language proficiency level of students (where appropriate): B1+/B2 
 
Student profile: Section H consists of a group of highly motivated students with a reasonably good level of 
English language proficiency at minimum B1+ level. Several students such as Sarp, Ulaş, Görkem, Erdem and 
Alperen may already be at B2/B2+ level in terms of their overall English language proficiency though not 
necessarily in terms of specific academic skills.  
 
One student, Ata Erk Adleyba, chooses to use the name ‘Sima’ and the pronouns, ‘she’ and ‘her’ for her 
identity. Youssef is an international student from Egypt; he does participate well in general, but sometimes 
has online connection problems and may miss lessons. 
 
Students enjoy all work modes and a variety of task types. Almost all students complete pre-lesson and 
homework assignments and seem to enjoy challenging tasks. 
 
Learning objectives for the lesson:  
 

 carrying out Internet research on a specific topic (‘savants’) and for specific information (‘specific 
talents and abilities’); 

 searching for the meanings of topic-related lexical items; 

 gaining greater awareness of the usefulness of several strategies in listening and note-taking (what 
to focus on and what not; how to decide on this; using abbreviations and symbols); 

 practising selecting and noting information from a listening text of 15-20 minutes; 

 practising organizing notes using symbols, abbreviations and other organizers; 
 
Materials: SL course book, Above and Beyond Unit 1, Input 5, ‘Super humans among us’; two YouTube 
materials (“The best scene Rainman” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be   
AND “Top 10 amazing savants with super powers” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZsJ6BtOh60); PPT 
slides; Padlet wall for learners’ notes from the listening: https://padlet.com/kurtoglueken/sectionHnotes; 
the teacher’s own notes from the listening (please see PPT slides and 19, 20, 21 and/or Padlet wall, document 
entitled, ‘Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken Notes from the listening’)  
 
 
 
Please see Appendices at the end of this document for copies of the class list, relevant course book pages 
and PPT slides. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZsJ6BtOh60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZsJ6BtOh60
https://padlet.com/kurtoglueken/sectionHnotes
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LESSON 1: 9:30-10:15 
 

Stage of the 
lesson 

Time  Activity/Task description Material(s) Interaction 
pattern 

Introduction 
to the 
lesson 

9:30 Greeting the class and welcoming the students 
Asking students how they feel now that it’s the 
end of the 3rd week 
Introducing the outline of the day 

Music 
Animated images 
PPT slides 1 & 2 

Whole 
class 

Lead in to 
the topic 

9:40 
 
 

Eliciting meaning of ‘savant’ and what 
students know 
Sharing the definition of ‘savant’ (Merriam 
Webster) 
Further elicitation of ideas using a related 
video e.g. what savants are good at, their 
social skills etc. 
 

PPT slides 4 & 5 
YouTube video: 
scene from 
Rainman  
https://www.youtu
be.com/   
watch?v=J02VfOno
SKk&    
feature=youtu.be 

Whole 
class 

Pre-lesson 
Task/HW 1 

9:50 
 

In groups students share their mini-research 
findings on the savant they were assigned 
(groups of 4): 

Alonzo Clemons 
Anthony Cicoria 
Tommy McHugh 
Jason Padgett 

PPT slides 6& 7 
Ss. notes from their 
mini-research 

Breakout 
rooms 

S-S 

Feedback 10:00 
 
 

Invite students to report on what they have 
learned from each other; elicit further 
information as necessary. 

 Whole 
class 

Further 
exploration 
of the topic 

10:08 
 
 

Ask students to also do some brief Internet 
research on Kim Peek and Stephen Wiltshire 
Feedback: Elicit how the two people are 
different as savants. 

Above & Beyond 
p.109 

Individual 
work 

Whole 
class 

 
LESSON 2: 10:30-11:15 

 
Stage of the 
lesson 

Time  Activity/Task description Material(s) Interaction 
pattern 

Pre-lesson 
Task/HW 2 
 

10:30 Invite students to provide the words for the 14 
definitions on the slide ensuring equal involvement. 
Check understanding and concept as necessary. 

PPT slides 8-
10 

Whole 
class 

Reinforcing 
the meaning 
of words 

10:40 Students individually work on completing statements 
using the target vocabulary. 

Above & 
Beyond 
p.109-110 

Individual 
work 

 

Student 
discussion of 
answers 
 

10:50 Students check their answers and help each other in 
groups. 
Monitor groups. 
 

Above & 
Beyond 
p.109-110 

Breakout 
rooms 

S-S  
 

Feedback 10:55 Very brief feedback focusing on potentially 
challenging/problematic areas.  
Refer to further TLP words Ss. will learn in Input 5. 

 
 
 

Whole 
class 

Introduction 
to listening 

11:00 Encourage brief discussion on the need for note-
taking as a skill. 

 Whole 
class 

https://www.youtube.com/%20%20watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/%20%20watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/%20%20watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/%20%20watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/%20%20watch?v=J02VfOnoSKk&feature=youtu.be
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and note-
taking 

Elicit any note-taking strategies Ss. may have learned 
about so far. 

Using 
abbreviations 
1 

11:05 Ask students to match the two halves of the 
sentences in Ex.1  
Check understanding. 

Above & 
Beyond 
p.111 
PPT slide 12 

Individual 
work 

Whole 
class 

Using 
abbreviations 
2 

11:10 Go over the sample symbols and abbreviations on 
p.111. Encourage discussion on: “What will tell you if 
a strategy works for you or not?” “How will you 
know if it’s a successful strategy?” 

Above & 
Beyond 
p.111 
PPT slide 13 

Whole 
class 

 
LESSON 3: 11:30-12:15 

 
Stage of the 
lesson 

Time  Activity/Task description Material(s) Interaction 
pattern 

Mini practice 
in using 
abbreviations 
 

11:30 Students practice using symbols and 
abbreviations by working on the extract in 
Exercise 2. 
Invite a few Ss. to share their screen to show 
their notes. 

Above & Beyond 
p.112 
PPT slide 14 

Individual 
work 

Whole 
class 

Selecting 
important 
information 
 

11:40 Go over the main principles of note-taking 
and check understanding using a few 
examples. 

Above & Beyond 
p.112 
Section B 
PPT slide 15 

Whole 
class 

Listening and 
note-taking 

11:45 Students listen to the tutorial and take notes. 
Quick feedback on how it went for them. 

Above & Beyond 
p.113-115 

Individual 
work 

 

Sharing  
notes 1 
 

12:05 Share the Padlet page using the QR code on 
the slide. Ss. upload their notes as an 
image/screenshot or Word document. 

PPT slide 17 
Padlet wall 
https://padlet.com/ 
kurtoglueken/ 
sectionHnotes 

Individual 
work 

 

 
 
LESSON 4: 12:30-13:15 

 
Stage of 
the lesson 

Time  Activity/Task description Material(s) Interaction 
pattern 

Feedback  
 

12:30 Ask Ss. how happy they are with their notes. 
Invite Ss. to look through the notes of several 
peers to see what strategies they have used. 
Encourage Ss. to share their learning points in 
groups. 

Padlet wall 
https://padlet.com/ 
kurtoglueken/ 
sectionHnotes 

Whole 
class 

Individual 
work 

Breakout 
rooms 

S-S  

Sharing 
notes 2 

12:40 
 

Share your own notes with students 
highlighting several strategies. 

PPT slides 19-21 Whole 
class 

 

Post-
listening 
questions 

12:45 Ss. work on the post-listening questions using 
their notes. 

Above & Beyond 
p.116-117 

Individual 
work 

 

 

https://padlet.com/%20kurtoglueken/%20sectionHnotes
https://padlet.com/%20kurtoglueken/%20sectionHnotes
https://padlet.com/%20kurtoglueken/%20sectionHnotes
https://padlet.com/%20kurtoglueken/%20sectionHnotes
https://padlet.com/%20kurtoglueken/%20sectionHnotes
https://padlet.com/%20kurtoglueken/%20sectionHnotes
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Feedback 12:55 Go over the answers with Ss. expanding on 
them as necessary. 

Above & Beyond 
p.116-117 

Whole 
class 

Wrap-up 
 

13:10 Invite Ss. to relax and enjoy the video: Top 10 
Amazing Savants with Real Super Powers 
 
Set HW for Monday: Section E: Making 
Inferences p.118-119 

https://www. 
youtube.com/ 
watch? 
v=WZsJ6BtOh60 

Whole 
class 

 
 
Appendices 
 
Appendix 1: Class list 
 

1 28889 Sima  Adleyba 

2 29074 Tolga Başak 

3 28882 Emre Bülbül 

4 27977 Orkun Coşar 

5 28873 Sarp Danışman 

6 29115 Bartu Doğdu 

7 29994 Youssef Fayed 

8 29443 Görkem Kılıçarslan 

9 29411 Zeynep Kılınçer 

10 29244 Ulaş Meriç 

11 28813 Begüm Metin 

12 28928 Alperen Öznam 

13 29446 Nehir Sarıkaya 

14 29168 Pelin Tuncel 

15 29402 Erdem Ünal 

16 29339 Eren Yiğit 

17 29059 Bartu Özgür 

 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZsJ6BtOh60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZsJ6BtOh60
http://www.youtube.com/%20watch?%20v=WZsJ6BtOh60
http://www.youtube.com/%20watch?%20v=WZsJ6BtOh60
http://www.youtube.com/%20watch?%20v=WZsJ6BtOh60
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Appendix 2: Relevant pages from the course book  
 

INPUT 5  

SUPER HUMANS AMONG US 

  
  

  

GETTING READY 

In this input, you are going to find out about Acquired (or Accidental) Savant Syndrome. It’s an intriguing 

syndrome, and is very rare, with only about 50 of such people in the world. Therefore, savants get a good 

media coverage, and appear in many documentaries or news programmes.  

A   Below are some of the most well-known accidental savants. Form groups of three. Each member of your 

group should select one of the savants below, and do a mini-research on the person and their condition.  

 Alonzo Clemons  

 Anthony Cicoria 

 Tommy McHugh 

 Jason Padgett 

 

1   Make notes about the person you chose in the box below: 

Savant:  
 
How it started:  
 
The savant ability/abilities of this person: 
 
 
Any other interesting information:  

 

 

 

 

Course book page: 108 
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2 You will exchange information in your groups. Before you do this, think about what you might want 

to learn about the savant your friends have chosen. Prepare questions to ask about the person they 

have researched.  

 

3 Ask each other the questions you have prepared.  Once all the questions have been answered, 

share any other interesting piece of information you have on the savant you have researched.  

 

4 Discuss the following questions in light of what you learnt from each other: 

 

 What are some common points among all savants? In what ways are they different?  

 Which one do you think is the luckiest about his/her acquired skill?  

 What could be some problems they encounter due to being savants?  

B   Now search and read about Kim Peek, or about Stephen Wiltshire individually. Make brief notes below. 

How are they different from the names you previously read about? 

 Notes about Kim Peek/Stephen Wilshire: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Share your findings with your classmates.  

 

FOCUS ON KEY VOCABULARY 

Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the box.  

 

 

 

 

1. Regular physical exercise outdoors is very helpful to ________________ brain growth, as it 

increases muscle and bone growth. Exercise also helps to ________________ your brain’s full 

potential by developing new brain cells and increasing the formation of new brain connections. 

 

Course book page: 109 

inherent           scope            attribute          urge          distinguish           trigger            inhibit 

stimulate          skeptical            prior           unleash             severe           intact           induce 
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2. It may be hard to ________________ between a genius, a talented person and a smart person. 

 

3. Unless there is a medical reason, every child can walk because it is ________________ within them. 

It is coded in their genes.  

 

4. The patient had suffered ________________ head injuries and had to stay at the hospital for a 

while to have a series of surgeries. 

 

5. Brain injuries after accidents may cause a person to develop mental health problems, or 

________________ an underlying mental issue that had not emerged ________________ to the 

accident. For example, the patient may become an extremely aggressive person after the accident.  

 

6. Researchers need to widen the ________________ of their research into brain damage and 

investigate the emotional and psychological impacts as well as physical ones.  

 

7. We should not ________________ success only to an innate ability. For someone to be successful 

at a skill, hard work and perseverance are also important requirements.  

 

8. Therapy can ________________ some of the psychological effects that patients with Autism suffer 

from. With therapy, the likelihood of the patients having relatively normal social lives is possible.  

 

9. The patient explained that he suddenly had a/an ________________ to draw the buildings he saw. 

He couldn’t stop this desire to draw.  

 

10. Many scientists are ________________ about the possibility of enhancing brain power through 

electrical stimulations. They argue that expecting results from such experiments is highly 

unrealistic. Furthermore, these experiments can ________________ pain and even brain damage, 

so they should be prohibited.  

 

11.  Neurologists have a very challenging job. After an accident, even though the skull may look 

________________ with no visible signs of any damage, patients can suffer from life-long medical 

conditions.  

 

 

Course book page: 110 
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BEFORE YOU LISTEN 

You are going to listen to a student and a professor having a tutorial. The tutorial is a preparation for a 

presentation on “Savants”, as part of the Psychology 101 course.  

 

FOCUS ON NOTE-TAKING STRATEGIES 

A   USING SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

While you are listening and taking notes, you need to make sure your notes are as full as possible. To do 

this, you need to write fast. Research suggests that speakers usually use around 125 to 140 words per 

minute. However, the average note-taker is only able to note down around 25 words per minute. 

Therefore, it is important that you develop a method of using symbols and abbreviations to help you take 

down more notes.  

 

1   Use of abbreviations needs practice. Here are some strategies to help you with this. Match the two 

halves of each suggestion. 

1. Don’t overuse abbreviations as too many 
of them 

 a. for example, stars for headings and plus 
sign for details; or red for headings and 
blue for details.  

2. They should be consistent and always 
mean the same thing 

 b. as your instructors will frequently use 
them.   

3. You may have special symbols to signal 
structure. 

 c. so that you can remember what they 
stand for when you read your notes.  

4. Invent your own abbreviations for terms 
and words that are common in your 
subject area; 

 d. until you get used to using them 
consistently 

5. Start with using just a few abbreviations 
and symbols  

 e. will make your notes difficult to 
understand 

 

There are symbols and abbreviations that are commonly used. See a list of these in Appendix U1 I5. 

However, there will be many more concepts or words that you will want to abbreviate. In such cases, you 

may use one or a combination of the following methods while inventing your own abbreviations.  

 Use the first few letters of the word. You may opt for:  

a. Only the first syllable – e.g.: ‘Hem’ for ‘hemisphere’;   

b. The first syllable + the first letter of the second syllable – e.g.: ‘sav’ for ‘savant’; ‘inf’ for 

‘information’.  

c. The first syllable and the final letter of the word. Some people also add an apostrophe (‘). 

d. Eliminate the last few letters – e.g.: ‘concentr.’ for “concentration” or ‘assoc’ for ‘association’ – 

e.g.: govt or gov’t for ‘government’. 

 

 Omit the vowels and keep only enough consonants for you to recognize the word. E.g. – ‘hrdt’ for 

‘hereditary’ or ‘clsc’ for ‘classical’ 

 

Course book page: 111 
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2   Practise symbols and abbreviations 

a. Below is an extract from the listening you will hear. Try to make notes using symbols and 

abbreviations.  

“Savant skills typically occur in a very narrow range of special abilities, I think it’s usually either music, calendar 

calculation or mathematical abilities for savants.” 

  
 
 

 

b. Now listen to an excerpt and take notes using abbreviations and symbols:  

  
 
 

 

B   SELECTING IMPORTANT INFORMATION  

1 Before the listening starts, remember the main principles of note-taking: 

 Make sure you note down: 

 Specific examples 

 Facts that are difficult to remember (dates, names, numbers, etc.) 

 Section headings and main ideas 

 Definitions  

 Details about the main ideas  

 Content words  

 Words that are spelled out  

 

 You don’t need to note down: 

 Words that indicate organisation (e.g. “The main point is”) 

 Fillers or transitions (“what I’m trying to say is”) 

 Function Words (grammar words that don’t contribute to the overall meaning, such as 

the/a/an/been)  

 Jokes or insignificant details 

 

2 Although the speech you are going to hear is not as organised as a lecture, you can still follow the 

different main ideas by following the signposting language. See the appendix for input 3 for a list of 

signposting language that can help you take notes.  

 

3 There are two points where the speakers will be making comparison. When you notice the signal that a 

comparison will be made, use a T-chart to practise the strategy you focused on in input 3. Take a look at 

the note-taking sheet. Can you guess when comparisons will be made?  

 

 

Course book page: 112 
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Now listen and take notes.  

TUTORIAL NOTES: SAVANT SYNDROME 
A. DEFINITION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

B. SAVANTS OR GIFTED 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. ORIGINAL RAINMAN: Kim Peek  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. ACQUIRED (Accidental) SAVANTS  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course book page: 113 
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E. CLASSICAL SAVANTS VS ACCIDENTAL SAVANTS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. TWO EXAMPLES OF ACCIDENTAL SAVANTS 
 

 

 

i) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ii) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G. THEORIES EXPLAINING WHAT CAUSES SAVANT SKILLS TO EMERGE 
 

i) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course book page: 114 
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ii)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iii) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
POST - LISTENING  

A   Scan your notes. Think about the following and write a few comments in the note-taking reflection box 
below.  

 Are you happy with your notes? Were you able to get all the important main ideas and 
supporting details?  

 Have you noticed transitions and signalling language the speakers used?  

 Are your notes organised in a logical way?  

 Have you used abbreviations? Can you recognise the full words when you look back at your 
abbreviations?  

 Did you use a T-chart? Did you find it helpful?  
 
 

Course book page: 115 
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 If you were able to listen to this again, would you change anything about your note-taking? 
Why?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B   Compare your listening notes with another student. 

 Do you have similar information?   

 Are your notes organised in a similar way? In what ways are the notes similar/different? 

 Do you have any suggestions for your friend to improve his or her notes? What are his/her 
suggestions for you?  

 

C   DEALING WITH SIDETRACKING 

Speakers sometimes sidetrack from their topic. In other words, they may jump 

to a different point, or go back and say something about a point that was 

already discussed. This happens because unlike writing, speaking is usually 

unplanned. Therefore, it is important to be prepared to deal with for such 

unexpected information.  

 

If the instructor sidetracks and starts to give information that does not fit the topic, you can do the 

following: 

 continue to take notes on the sidetracked information 

 indicate the sidetracked information that you add – for example, place these notes in a box. You 

may draw an arrow from this box to the previous point the new information is linked to.  

 leave some space while taking notes. This way, if the speaker sidetracks, you can add these 

sidetracked notes to where they belong.  

 

In the conversation you listened to, the professor sidetracked, and went back to the topic of musical and 

artistic abilities of Savants. Look back at your notes. How did you deal with this?  

  

D   POST-LISTENING QUESTIONS 

Now answer the following questions using your notes. Read the questions carefully, and write only 

necessary information, leaving out irrelevant information. Your answers should be clear and precise. 

1. What are two differences between savants and gifted people?  

a.   

b.    

Course book page: 116 
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2. What are two things that the real Rain Man (Kim Peek) can do?  

a.   

b.   

 
3. The students want to focus their presentation on Acquired Savants, because this condition may 

mean _________________________________________________________________.  

 

4. What are the 6 main groups of Savant skills? 

a. Calendar calculations 

b.   

c. Musical abilities 

d.   

e.  Lightening calculation 

f.  

 
5. What is one difference between classical savants and acquired savants?  

 
6. How did Derek Amato gain his skills? Explain briefly. 

 

 

7. How is Orlando’s condition different to other acquired Savant?  

 

 

8. According to Miller, normal people cannot access to their talents because _______________ 

______________________________________.  

 

9. Why did the professor use the examples of Derek Amato and Jay Greenberg?  

 

 

10. Two possible ways to stimulate the hidden talents inside us could be ___________________  and 

_____________________. 

 

 

Course book page: 117 
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E   MAKING INFERENCES 
Inferences are conclusions you reach by making logical guesses about information that is not directly stated 
in a text. Inferencing is an essential skill that requires critical thinking. We make inferences both in oral and 
written communication every day. Most of the time we infer meaning automatically - we don't even realise 
the information wasn't directly stated. To make inferences, we combine what we are reading with what we 
already know about the topic and our own experiences of the world. This active engagement with the text 
(written or oral) enables us to make the learning experience personal and more meaningful, and thus, more 
memorable.  

1 Which one of the statements below cannot be inferred from the text? Underline the evidence you find in 
the text for the ideas that can be inferred. 

a. Derek has a good long term memory for music. 

b. Ockelford has a patient and understanding personality. 

c. Derek’s parents spent a lot of money for tutoring Derek to 

play the piano well. 

d. Derek is creative as a musician. 

The musical savant Derek Paravicini was born blind as he was born 25 weeks premature, and 
although oxygen therapy saved his life, his brain was damaged. Derek suffers from severe learning 
difficulties and autism. He can’t read Braille and can barely count. He even does not know how old 
he is. But once he hears a tune, he can play it right after. His tutor is the well-known music 
psychologist Dr Adam Ockelford. Ockelford met him when he was only 5 at the School for the 

Blind, where he was doing voluntary work as a PhD student. Ockelford wanted to teach him how 
to play the piano, but for a few months Derek didn’t let Ockelford come anywhere near his piano. 
When Ockelford tried to approach, Derek hit him and pushed him away. Ockelford was only able 
to teach Derek how to play by holding and taking Derek to the other side of the room, then quickly 
running to the piano and playing a piece until Derek found his way back to the piano and hit him 
again. But after pushing Ockelford away, Derek would play the same piece that Ockelford had just 
played, and it was enough for him to have heard it once to add the piece to his repertoire. They 
barely had any conversation for the 10 years he tutored him every single day. During these 10 
years, Ockelford’s main success was getting Derek to use his fingers properly to play the piano. As 
Derek had learnt how to play the piano himself, he had been playing it with his elbows and the 
back of his hands.  
He was only 8 when he was invited to play the piano at a major fund-raising event. Derek was 
thrilled with the whole experience, and from that day on, he has been performing for large 
audience. Today Derek’s musical database comprises of hundreds of thousands of songs and he 
will be on a new tour with an orchestra soon. The tickets are sold out – perhaps partially because 
of curiosity, but mainly because of his unique style of playing. Derek is excellent at playing jazz as 
he likes to improvise a lot and he is very good at improvising. Even when he plays a classical piece 
he likes to have fun – he often blends styles. He takes a piece by Chopin and plays it as a jazz song, 
or vice versa. The other players in the orchestra are excited, but also a bit worried about Derek’s 
unpredictable nature. Derek has a very poor short-term memory, and he often forgets what he 
was supposed to do, or who he is playing with. There are other issues, such as Derek not being 
able to follow the conductor’s baton to start a piece. This means he has to learn not only the parts 
he will play really well, but also what other players will perform so that he knows when to start 
playing. 

Course book page: 118 

 

Inferences are based on evidence – 

this is what distinguishes them 

from guesses. To make inferences, 

pay attention to different factors, 

which may include:  

 Claims and main ideas, key 

details and major 

organizational patterns 

 choice of language 

 the author’s /speaker’s purpose 
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2 Infer one more thing that was not explicitly stated by the author. Find evidence in the text for your 

inference. You will share your inference and your evidence with other students.  

Your inference: ____________________________________________________________________ 

The evidence: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Course book page: 119 

 

Appendix 3: PPT slides  
 
Please refer to Appendix 4 below for Slides 19-21 who may not be legible in the slide images below. 
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